
WYSIWASH SANITIZER-V PARTS

HOW TO ATTACH THE WYSIWASH SANITIZER-V TO YOUR HOSE
1. Unscrew the Caplet Container from the Hydro Body (Part B).

2. Place caplet inside the Caplet Container (Part C). Do not remove the plastic jacket.

Note: We recommend you wear gloves when handling the Jacketed Caplets. While the Wysiwash solution does not irritate skin, 
in its solid or concentrated form (such as while priming and draining) it can irritate eyes and skin.

3. Secure the Hydro Body (Part D) of the Sanitizer-V to the Caplet Container. Tighten until snug, but do not over-tighten. 

4. Thread the Female Quick Connector (F) onto your garden hose. 

5. There is a “neck” on the front end of the Female Quick Connector that will slide back toward the hose end. Pull the neck back 
and insert the Sanitizer-V (Part E) into the Female Quick Connector. Then release the neck. After, press the two parts gently 
together to make sure the two parts are securely connected.

SANITIZING WITH WYSIWASH
1. Turn on water to the hose.

2. To turn on the unit, twist the Flow Control Valve (Part E). 

3. PRIME: Spray into a drain or bucket to prime the system. This ensures that the solution is 
at an effective concentration and any concentrate is flushed out. 

(Prime 1 -2 minutes for new caplets & 30-40 seconds for a used caplet.) 

4. Allow Wysiwash to set for 2 minutes.

5. OPTIONAL RINSING: For uncoated metal or high gloss surfaces, we recommend rinsing.

6. Either squeegee, or allow the area to completely air dry.

DRAINING THE WYSIWASH SANITIZER-V
1. Make sure the Flow Control Valve is OFF. 

2. Disconnect the Sanitizer-V from the Female Quick Connector by sliding the “neck” of the 
female toward the hose side again to release.

3. In a bucket, drain, or sink, turn the Sanitizer-V upside down and point the valve downward.

4. Turn the Flow Control Valve on to allow the solution to drain. The bottom of the Caplet 
Container, should be pointed upwards at a slight angle. This allows water to drain from the 
bottom of the Caplet Container.

5. Store the Sanitizer-V in this position to maximize the life of your caplets.

Draining is key to keeping your Wysiwash unit in good condition. 

Drain Wysiwash any time you will go more than 5 minutes between uses.

WYSIWASH SANITIZER-V INSTRUCTIONS

A. ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE   

Changes the stream emitted from a gentle 
mist to a targeted stream.
NOTE: The Adjustable Nozzle attaches to the 
long end of the Hydro Body.
B. HYDRO SEAL   
Prevents leaking by securing the Caplet 
Container to the Hydro Body.
C. CAPLET CONTAINER   
Holds the Wysiwash Jacketed Caplets.
D. HYDRO BODY   
Mixing chamber that creates and measures 
the Wysiwash solution. 

E. FLOW CONTROL VALVE   
Twist to turn ON/OFF the Sanitizer-V 

NOTE:  The Flow Control Valve attaches to the 
short end of the Hydro Body. 

F. FEMALE QUICK-CONNECTOR   
Threads onto a standard garden hose, then 
attaches to the Sanitizer-V by pulling the neck 
back .

WYSIWASH JACKETED CAPLETS:    
The Wysiwash jacketed caplets are condensed 
calcium hypochlorite—a proven disinfectant/
sanitizer
NOTE: Do NOT remove the plastic jacket 
from the caplet. If the plastic jacket has been 
removed or damaged, dispose of the caplet.

SCAN THIS TO WATCH 
VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS


